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Abstract

Event cameras are bio-inspired sensors providing sig-
nificant advantages over standard cameras such as low la-
tency, high temporal resolution, and high dynamic range.
We propose a novel structured-light system using an event
camera to tackle the problem of accurate and high-speed
depth sensing. Our setup consists of an event camera and
a laser-point projector that uniformly illuminates the scene
in a raster scanning pattern during 16 ms. Previous meth-
ods match events independently of each other, and so they
deliver noisy depth estimates at high scanning speeds in the
presence of signal latency and jitter. In contrast, we op-
timize an energy function designed to exploit event corre-
lations, called spatio-temporal consistency. The resulting
method is robust to event jitter and therefore performs bet-
ter at higher scanning speeds. Experiments demonstrate
that our method can deal with high-speed motion and out-
perform state-of-the-art 3D reconstruction methods based
on event cameras, reducing the RMSE by 83% on average,
for the same acquisition time. Code and dataset are avail-
able at http:// rpg.ifi.uzh.ch/esl/ .

1. Introduction

Depth estimation plays an important role in many com-
puter vision and robotics applications, such as 3D model-
ing, augmented reality, navigation, or industrial inspection.
Structured light (SL) systems estimate depth by actively
projecting a known pattern on the scene and observing with
a camera how light interacts (i.e., deforms and reflects) with
the surfaces of the objects. In close range, these systems
provide more accurate depth estimates than passive stereo
methods, and so they have been used in commercial prod-
ucts like KinectV1 [2] and Intel RealSense [3]. Due to sim-
ple hardware and accurate depth estimates, SL systems are
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Figure 1: Depth estimation with a laser point projector
and an event camera. The proposed event-based method
(d) produces more dense and accurate depth estimates than
(b) EMVS (events alone, without projector) or (c) a frame-
based depth sensor (Intel RealSense D435). The color im-
age (a) is not used; shown only for visualization purposes.

suitable for applications like 3D modeling, augmented real-
ity, and indoor-autonomous navigation.

SL systems are constrained by the bandwidth of the de-
vices (projector and camera) and the power of the projector
light source. These constraints limit the acquisition speed,
depth resolution, and performance in ambient illumination
of the SL system. The main drawback of SL systems based
on traditional cameras is that frame rate and redundant data
acquisition limit processing to tens of Hz. By suppressing
redundant data acquisition, processing can be accelerated
and made more lightweight. This is a fundamental idea of
recent systems based on event cameras, such as [4–6].

Event cameras, such as the Dynamic Vision Sensor
(DVS) [7–9] or the ATIS sensor [10, 11], are bio-inspired
sensors that measure per-pixel intensity changes (i.e., tem-
poral contrast) asynchronously, at the time they occur.
Thus, event cameras excel at suppressing temporal redun-
dancy of the acquired visual signal, and they do so at the
circuit level, thus consuming very little power. Moreover,
event cameras have a very high temporal resolution (in
the order of microseconds), which is orders of magnitude
higher than that of traditional (frame-based) cameras, so
they allow us to acquire visual signals at very high speed.
This is another key idea of SL systems based on event cam-
eras: the high temporal resolution simplifies data associa-
tion by sequentially exposing the scene, one point [4] or
one line [5] at a time. However, the unconventional output
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of event cameras (a stream of asynchronous per-pixel in-
tensity changes, called “events”, instead of a synchronous
sequence of images) requires the design of novel computer
vision methods [12–20]. Additionally, event cameras have
a very high dynamic range (HDR) (>120 dB), which allows
them to operate in broad illumination conditions [21–23].

This paper tackles the problem of depth estimation using
a SL system comprising a laser point-projector and an event
camera (Figs. 1 and 2). Our goal is to exploit the advan-
tages of event cameras in terms of data redundancy suppres-
sion, large bandwidth (i.e., high temporal resolution) and
HDR. Early work [4] showed the potential of these types of
systems; however, 3D points were estimated independently
from each other, resulting in noisy 3D reconstructions. In-
stead, we propose to exploit the regularity of the surfaces in
the world to obtain more accurate and less noisy 3D recon-
structions. To this end, events are no longer processed in-
dependently, but jointly and following a forward projection
model rather than the classical depth-estimation approach
(stereo matching plus triangulation by back-projection).

Contributions. In summary, our contributions are:
• A novel formulation for depth estimation from an

event-based SL system comprising a laser point-
projector and an event camera. We model the laser
point projector as an “inverse” event camera and esti-
mate depth by maximizing the spatio-temporal consis-
tency between the projector’s and the event camera’s
data, when interpreted as a stereo system.

• The proposed method is robust to noise in the event
timestamps (e.g., jitter, latency, BurstAER) as com-
pared to the state-of-the-art [4].

• A convincing evaluation of the accuracy of our method
using ten stationary scenes and a demonstration of the
capabilities of our setup to scan eight sequences with
high-speed motion.

• A dataset comprising all static and dynamic scenes
recorded with our setup, and source code. To the best
of our knowledge it is the first public dataset of its kind.

The following sections review the related work (Sec-
tion 2), present our approach ESL (Section 3), and evalu-
ate the method, comparing against the state-of-the-art and
against ground truth data (Section 4).

2. Event-based Structured Light Systems
Prior structured light (SL) systems that have addressed

the problem of depth estimation with event cameras are
summarized in Table 1. Since event cameras are novel sen-
sors (commercialized since 2008), there are only a handful
of papers on SL systems. These can be classified accord-
ing to whether the shape of the light source (point, line, 2D
pattern) and according to the number of event cameras used.

One of the earliest works combined a DVS with a pulsed

Figure 2: Physical setup used in the experiments (Sect. 4.1).
From left to right: Intel RealSense, Prophesee Gen3S1.1
event camera and Sony Mobile point projector MPCL1A.
Our method is designed for the point projector and the event
camera, here separated by a 11 cm baseline. The Intel Re-
alSense D435 sensor is only used for comparison.

Method Event camera(s) (pixels) Projector

Brandli [5] DVS128 128× 128 Laser line 500Hz
Matsuda [4] DVS128 128× 128 Laser point 60 fps
Leroux [24] ATIS 304× 240 DLP TI LightCrafter 3000
Mangalore [25] DAVIS346 346× 260 DLP TI LightCrafter 4500
Martel [6] Stereo DAVIS240 240× 180 Laser beam
Ours Prophesee Gen3S1.1 640× 480 Laser point 60 fps

Table 1: Summary of event-camera–based structured-light
depth estimation works.

laser line to reconstruct a small terrain [5]. The pulsed laser
line was projected at a fixed angle with respect to the DVS
while the terrain moved beneath, perpendicular to the pro-
jected line. The method used an adaptive filter to distinguish
the events caused by the laser (up to f ∼500Hz) from the
events caused by noise or by the terrain’s motion.

The SL system MC3D [4] comprised a laser point pro-
jector (operating up to 60Hz) and a DVS. The laser raster-
scanned the scene, and its reflection was captured by the
DVS, which converted temporal information of events at
each pixel into disparity. It exploited the redundancy sup-
pression and high temporal resolution of the DVS, also
showing appealing results in dynamic scenes. In [24], a
Digital Light Processing (DLP) projector was used to illu-
minate the scene with frequency-tagged light patterns. Each
pattern’s unique frequency facilitated the establishment of
correspondences between the patterns and the events, lead-
ing to a sparse depth map that was later interpolated.

Recently, [6] combined a laser light source with a stereo
setup consisting of two DAVIS event cameras [26]. The
laser illuminated the scene and the synchronized event cam-
eras recorded the events generated by the reflection from the
scene. Hence the light source was used to generate stereo
point correspondences, which were then triangulated (back-
projected) to obtain a 3D reconstruction.

More recently, [25] proposed a SL system with a fringe
projector and an event camera. A sinusoidal 2D pattern with
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different frequencies illuminated the scene and its reflection
was captured by the camera and processed (by phase un-
wrapping) to generated depth estimates.

The closest work to our method is MC3D [4] since both
use a laser point-projector and a single event camera, which
is a sufficiently general and simple scenario that allows us to
exploit the high-speed advantages of event cameras and the
focusing power of a point light source. In both methods we
may interpret the laser and camera as a stereo pair. The prin-
ciple behind MC3D is to map the spatial disparity between
the projector and event camera to temporal information of
the events. When events are generated, their timestamps
are mapped to disparity by multiplying by the projector’s
scanning speed. This operation amplifies the noise inher-
ent in the event timestamps and leads to brittle stereo cor-
respondences. Moreover, this noise amplification depends
on the projector’s speed, which is product of the projector
resolution and scanning frequency. Hence, MC3D’s per-
formance degrades as the scanning frequency increases. By
contrast, our method maximizes the spatio-temporal consis-
tency between the projector’s and event camera’s data, thus
leading to lower errors (especially with higher scanning fre-
quencies). By exploiting the regularities in neighborhoods
of event data, as opposed to the point-wise operations in
MC3D, our method improves robustness against noise.

3. Depth Estimation
This section introduces basic considerations of the event-

camera - projector setup (Section 3.1) and then presents our
optimization approach to depth estimation (Section 3.2) us-
ing spatio-temporal consistency between the signals used
on the event camera and the projector. Overall, our method
is summarized in Fig. 3 and Algorithm 1.

3.1. Basic Considerations

We consider the problem of depth estimation using a
laser point projector and an event camera. Fig. 3 illustrates
the geometry of our configuration. The projector illumi-
nates the scene by moving a laser light source in a raster
scan fashion. The changes in illumination caused by the
laser are observed by the event camera, whose pixels re-
spond asynchronously by generating events1. Ideally, every
camera pixel receives light from a single scene point, which
is illuminated by a single location of the laser as it sweeps
through the projector’s pixel grid (Fig. 3). Since the light
source moves in a predefined manner and the event camera
and the projector are synchronized, as soon as an event is
triggered, one can match it to the current light source pixel

1An event camera generates an event ek = (xk, tk, pk) at time tk
when the increment of logarithmic brightness at the pixel xk = (xk, yk)>

reaches a predefined threshold C: L(xk, tk)−L(xk, tk−∆tk) = pkC,
where pk ∈ {−1,+1} is the sign (polarity) of the brightness change, and
∆tk is the time since the last event at the same pixel location. [12, 27]

Figure 3: Geometry of the setup. The laser projector illu-
minates the scene one point x at a time via a ray through
point xp, which is recorded by the camera as an event at
pixel xc. As justified in Section 4.1, we adopt a vertical
raster scan pattern (from top to bottom and left to right).
The timestamps τp of a scan pass of the projector (1/f sec-
onds) and the timestamps of the corresponding events (τc)
are displayed in pseudocolor, from blue (past) to red (re-
cent). The projector does not emit color patterns.

(neglecting latency, light traveling time, etc.) to establish a
stereo correspondence between the projector and the cam-
era. This concept of converting point-wise temporal infor-
mation into disparity was explored in [4], which relied on
precise timing of both laser and event camera to establish
accurate correspondences. However this one-to-one, ideal
situation breaks down due to noise as the scanning speed
increases. Let us introduce the time constraints and effects
from both devices: projector and event camera.

Projector’s Sweeping Time and Sensor’s Temporal
Resolution. Without loss of generality, we first assume
the projector and the event camera are in a canonical stereo
configuration, i.e., epipolar lines are horizontal (this can be
achieved via calibration and rectification). The time that
it takes for the projector to move its light source from one
pixel to the next one horizontally in the raster scan, δt, is
inversely proportional to the scanning frequency f and the
projector’s spatial resolution (W ×H pixels):

δt = 1/(f H W ). (1)

For example, our projector scans at f = 60Hz and has
1920 × 1080 pixels, thus it takes 1/f = 16.6ms to sweep
over all its pixels, spending at most δt ≈ 8 ns per pixel.
This is considerably smaller than the temporal resolution of
event cameras (1 µs) (i.e., the camera cannot perceive the
time between consecutive raster-scan pixels). To overcome
this issue and be able to establish stereo correspondences
along epipolar lines from time measurements, we take ad-
vantage of geometry: we rotate the projector by 90°, so that
the raster scan is now vertical (Fig. 3). The time that it now
takes for the projector to move its light source from a pixel
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to its adjacent one on the still horizontal epipolar line is

δtline = 1/(f H), (2)

the time that it takes to sweep over one of theH raster lines.
For the above projector, δtline ≈ 15.4 µs, which is larger
than the temporal resolution of most event cameras [12].
Hence, the event camera is now able to distinguish between
consecutive projector pixels on the same epipolar line.

Event camera noise sources: Let us describe the differ-
ent noise characteristics of event cameras that factor into
this system. Latency is defined as the time it takes for
an event to be triggered since the moment the logarithmic
change of intensity exceeded the threshold. Typically this
latency can range from 15 µs to 1ms. Since this affects
all the timestamps equally, this can be considered as a con-
stant offset that does not affect relative timestamps between
consecutive events. Jitter is the random noise that appears
in the timestamps. This can have a huge variance depend-
ing on the scene and the illumination conditions. BurstAER
mode. This pixel read-out mode is very common in high
resolution event cameras. It is a technique used to quickly
read events from the pixel array. Instead of reading out each
individual event pixel (which takes longer time for higher
resolution cameras), this method reads out an entire row or
group of rows together and assigns the same timestamp to
all the events in these rows. This causes banding effects
that appear in the event timestamps, hence they also affect
the quality of the reconstructed depth map.

3.2. Maximizing Spatio-Temporal Consistency

The method in [4], (mentioned in Section 3.1, and de-
scribed in Section 4.2 as baseline), computes disparity in-
dependently for each event and is, therefore, highly suscep-
tible to noise, especially as the scanning speed increases.
We now propose a method that processes events in space-
time neighborhoods and exploits the regularity of surfaces
present in natural scenes to improve robustness against
noise and produce spatially coherent 3D reconstructions.

Time Maps: The laser projector illuminates the scene
in a raster scan fashion. During one scanning interval,
T = 1/f , the projector traverses each of its pixels xp at
a precise time τp, which allows us to define a time map
over the projector’s pixel grid: xp 7→ τp(xp). Similarly for
the event camera we can define another time map (see [28])
xc 7→ τc(xc), where τc(xc) records the timestamp of the
last event at pixel xc. Owing to this similarity between time
maps and the fact that the projector emits light whereas the
camera acquires it, we think of the projector as an “inverse”
event camera. That is, the projector creates an “illumination
event” ẽ = (xp, tp, 1) when light at time t = tp traverses
pixel xp. These “illumination events” are sparse, follow a
raster-like pattern and are δt ≈ 8 ns apart (1).

For simplicity, we do not make a distinction between τp
and τc and refer to them as time maps (i.e., regardless of

whether they are in the projector’s or the event camera’s
image plane). Exemplary time maps are shown in Fig. 3.

Geometric Configuration: A point xc on the event
camera’s image plane transfers onto a point xp on the pro-
jector’s image plane following a chain of transformations
that involves the surface of the objects in the scene (Fig. 3).
If we represent the surface of the objects using the depth Z
with respect to the event camera, we have:

xp = πp
(
Tpc π

−1
c

(
xc, Z(xc)

))
(3)

where πp is the perspective projection on the projector’s
frame, Tpc is the rigid-body motion from the camera to the
projector, π−1

c is the inverse perspective projection of the
event camera (assumed to be well-defined by a unique point
of intersection between the viewing ray from the camera
and the surfaces in the scene).

Time Constancy Assumption. In the above geometric
configuration, the “illumination events” from the projector
induce regular events on the camera. Equivalently, in terms
of timestamps, the time map τp on the projector’s image
plane induces a time map τc on the camera’s image plane:

τc(xc) = τp(xp). (4)

This equation states a time-consistency principle between
τc, τp, which assumes negligible travel time and photore-
ceptor delay [29–31], i.e., instantaneous transmission from
projector to camera, as if “illumination events” and regular
events were simultaneous. This time-consistency principle
will play the same role that photometric consistency (e.g.,
the brightness constancy assumption I2(x2) = I1(x1))
plays in conventional (i.e., passive) multi-view stereo.

Disparity map from stereo matching. We formu-
late the problem of depth estimation using epipolar search,
where we compare local neighborhoods of “illumination”
and regular events (of size W × W × T ) on the rectified
image planes, seeking to maximize their consistency.

In terms of time maps, a neighborhood τ?(x?,W ), of
size W × W pixels around point x?, is a compact repre-
sentation of the spatio-temporal neighborhood of the point
x?, since it not only contains spatial information but also
temporal one, by definition of τ?. Our goal becomes then
to maximize consistency (4), and we do so by searching for
τp(xp,W ) (along the epipolar line) that minimizes the error

Z∗ .
= argmin

Z
C(xc, Z), (5)

C(xc, Z)
.
= ‖τc(xc,W )− τp(xp,W )‖2L2(W×W ). (6)

Discussion of the Approach. The temporal noise char-
acteristics of event cameras (e.g jitter, latency, BurstAER
mode, etc.) influence the quality of the obtained depth
maps. The advantages of the proposed method are as fol-
lows. (i) Robustness to noise (event jitter): By consid-
ering spatio-temporal neighborhoods of events for stereo
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Algorithm 1: Depth estimation by spatio-temporal
consistency maximization on local neighborhoods.

Input: Time maps τp, τc during one scanning interval, and
calibration (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, Tpc).

Output: Depth map on the event camera image plane
Procedure:
Initialize depth map Z(xc) (using epipolar search along

the epipolar line in the rectified projector plane)
for each pixel xc do

Find Z∗(xc) (i.e., the corresponding pixel xp in (3))
that minimizes (6).

[Optional] Regularize the depth map using total variation
(TV) denoising.

matching, our method becomes less susceptible to individ-
ual event’s jitter than point-wise methods [4]. (ii) Less data
required: Point-wise methods improve depth accuracy on
static scenes by averaging depth over multiple scans [4].
Our method exploits spatial relationships between events,
which makes up for temporal averaging, and therefore pro-
duces good results with less data, thus enabling better re-
constructions of dynamic scenes. We may further smooth
the depth maps by using a non-linear refinement step. (iii)
Single step stereo triangulation: Depth parametrization and
stereo matching are combined in a single step, as opposed
to the classical two-step approach of first establishing cor-
respondences and then triangulating depth like SGM or
SGBM. This improves accuracy by removing triangulation
errors from non-intersecting rays. (iv) Trade-off controlla-
bility: Parameter W allows us to control the quality of the
estimated depth maps, with a trade-off: a smallW produces
fine-detailed but noisy depth maps, whereas a large W fil-
ters out noise at the expense of recovering fewer details,
with (over-)smooth depth maps. Noise due to BurstAER
mode or temporal resolution may affect large pixel areas.
We may mitigate this type of noise by using large neigh-
borhoods at the expense of smoothing depth discontinuities.
On the downside, the method is computationally more ex-
pensive than [4], albeit it is still practical.

The pseudo-code of the method is given in Alg. 1. Over-
all, Alg. 1 may be interpreted as a principled non-linear
method to recover depth from raw measurements, which
may be initialized by a simpler method, such as [4].

4. Experiments

This section evaluates the performance of our event-
based SL system for depth estimation. We first introduce
the hardware setup (Section 4.1) and the baseline methods
and ground truth used for comparison (Section 4.2). Then
we perform experiments on static scenes to quantify the ac-
curacy of Alg. 1, and on dynamic scenes to show its high-
speed acquisition capabilities (Section 4.3).

4.1. Hardware Setup

To the best of our knowledge, there is no available
dataset on which the proposed method can be tested. There-
fore, we build our setup using a Prophesee event camera and
a laser point source projector (Fig. 2).

Event Camera: In our setup, we use a Prophesee Gen3
camera [10,32], with a resolution of 640× 480 pixels. This
sensor provides only regular events (change detection, not
exposure measurement) which are used for depth estima-
tion. We use a lens with a field of view (FOV) of 60°.

Projector Source: We use a Sony Mobile projector MP-
CL1A.The projector has a scanning speed of 60Hz and a
resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. During one scan (an in-
terval of 16ms), the point light source moves in a raster
scanning pattern. The light source consists of a Laser diode
(Class 3R), of wavelength 445–639 nm. The event camera
and the laser projector are synchronized via an external jack
cable. The projector’s FOV is 20°. The projector and cam-
era are 11 cm apart and their optical axes form a 26° angle.

Calibration: We calibrate the intrinsic parameters of the
event camera using a standard calibration tool (Kalibr [33])
on the images produced after converting events to images
using E2VID [22] when viewing a checkerboard pattern
from different angles. We calibrate the extrinsic parameters
of the camera-projector setup and the intrinsic parameters
of the projector using a standard tool for SL systems [34].

4.2. Baselines and Ground Truth

Let us specify the depth estimation methods used for
comparison and how ground truth depth is provided.

MC3D Baseline. We implemented the state-of-the-art
method proposed in [4]. Moreover, we improved it by re-
moving the need to scan the two end-planes of the scanning
volume, which were used to linearly interpolate depth. The
details are described in the supplementary material.

Due to the event jitter of the event camera and noisy
correspondences (e.g., missing matches), the disparity map
for a single scanning period of 16ms is typically noisy and
has many gaps (“holes”). Hence, we apply a median filter
in post-processing (also used by [4]). However, this pro-
cess does not remove all noise. Hence, we apply inpaint-
ing with hole filling and total variational (TV) denoising in
post-processing. In the experiments, we use as baseline the
MC3D method [4] with a single single scan (16ms).

SGM Baseline. The main advantage of formulating the
projector as an inverse event camera and its associated time
map is that any stereo algorithm can be applied for disparity
calculation between the projector’ and event camera’s time
maps. We therefore test the Semi-Global Matching (SGM)
method [35] on such timestamp maps.

Ground truth. We average the scans of MC3D over
a period of 1 s. With a frequency of 60Hz, this temporal
averaging approach combines 60 depth scans into one.
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Scene David Heart Book-Duck Plant City of Lights Cycle Room Desk-chair Desk-books
Mean depth 50 cm 50 cm 49 cm 70 cm 90 cm 90 cm 393.45 cm 171.92 cm 151.3 cm

Metrics FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓

MC3D 0.68 26.84 0.72 25.83 0.71 28.47 0.62 30.38 0.61 37.84 0.37 41.84 0.09 346.45 0.20 166.10 0.20 126.05
MC3D proc. 0.84 14.81 0.85 14.99 0.84 20.33 0.71 24.73 0.75 26.93 0.47 25.28 0.14 195.51 0.54 96.56 0.40 93.78
SGM 0.49 1.19 0.50 0.86 0.61 10.31 0.69 5.19 0.53 8.38 0.4 10.25 0.13 192.52 0.22 37.35 0.17 6.88
SGM proc. 0.81 1.08 0.84 0.54 0.80 7.30 0.82 5.21 0.75 6.76 0.58 16.31 0.15 192.23 0.22 36.94 0.20 7.30
Ours 0.94 0.50 0.96 0.57 0.85 1.43 0.89 1.98 0.80 1.23 0.65 1.19 0.26 161.36 0.38 33.82 0.30 4.69
Ours proc. 0.96 0.46 0.98 0.55 0.88 1.40 0.91 1.97 0.87 1.17 0.66 1.15 0.28 161.34 0.41 33.79 0.31 5.14

Table 2: Static scenes: RMSE (cm) and fill rate (FR, depth map completion) with respect to ground truth. (See Fig. 4).

Scene GT 1 s
MC3D
16ms
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16ms
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16ms
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Figure 4: Static scenes. Depth maps produced by several
SL systems on static scenes. Our method (last column) pro-
duces, with 16ms acquisition time, almost as good results
as ground truth (1s temporal averaging by MC3D). The
zoomed-in insets in the even rows show how the different
methods deal with smooth surfaces and fine details.

Evaluation metrics. We define two evaluation metrics:
(i) the root mean square error (RMSE), namely the Eu-
clidean distance between estimates and ground truth, mea-
sured in cm, and (ii) the fill rate (or completeness), namely
the percentage of ground-truth points, which have been
estimated by the proposed method within a certain error.
RMSE is often used to evaluate the quality of depth maps;
however, this metric is heavily influenced by the scene
depth, especially if there are missing points in the estimated
depth map. We therefore also measure the fill rate, with a
depth error threshold of 1% of the average scene depth.

4.3. Results

We assess the performance of our method on static and
dynamic scenes, as well as in HDR illumination conditions.

4.3.1 Static Scenes

Static scenes enable the acquisition of accurate ground truth
by temporal averaging, which ultimately allows us to assess
the accuracy of our method. To this end, we evaluate our
method on ten static scenes with increasing complexity: a
3D printed model of Michelangelo’s David, a 3D printed
model of a heart, book-duck-cylinder, plants, City of Lights
and cycle-plant. We also include long-range indoor scenes
of desk and room having maximum depth of 6.5m. The
scenes have varying depths (range and average depth).

Depth estimation results are collected in Fig. 4 and Ta-
ble 2. The depth error was measured on the overlapping
region with the ground truth. As it can be observed, on all
scenes, our method, which processes the event data trig-
gered by a single scan pass of the 60Hz projector, out-
performs the MC3D baseline method with the same input
data (16ms). Although SGM gives satisfactory results in
comparison to MC3D, it suffers from artefacts that arise
when temporal consistency is not strictly adhered to. Ta-
ble 2 reports the fill rate (completion) and RMS error for
our method and the two baselines (MC3D, SGM). The even
rows incorporate post-processing (“proc”), which fills in
holes (i.e., increases the fill ratio) and decreases the RMS
depth error. The best results are obtained using our method
and post-processing. However, the effect of post-processing
is marginal in our method compared to the effect it has on
the baseline methods.
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Figure 5: Signed difference depth (with respect to GT) on
Book-Duck scene. Left to right: SGM, MC3D, and Ours.

Fig. 5 zooms into the signed depth errors for the Book-
Duck scene (top row in Fig. 4). Here, SGM gives the largest
errors, specially at the duck’s edges; MC3D yields smaller
errors, but still has marked object contours and gaps; finally,
our approach has the smallest error contours.

4.3.2 High Dynamic Range Experiments

We also assess the performance of our method on a
static scene under different illumination conditions (Fig. 6),
which demonstrates the advantages of using an event-based
SL depth system over conventional-camera–based depth
sensor like Intel RealSense D435.

Scene Ours 16ms Intel RealSense
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Figure 6: Effect of varying illumination conditions (light
intensity, HDR) on depth estimation. See also Table 3.

Fig. 6 shows qualitatively how our method provides con-
sistent depth maps under different illumination conditions,
whereas a frame-based depth sensor, e.g. Intel RealSense,
does not cope well with such challenging scenarios. Ta-
ble 3 compares our method against the event-based base-
lines in HDR conditions. While all event-based methods
estimate consistent depth maps across the HDR conditions,
our method outperforms the MC3D baseline significantly.

Scene Ambient light Lamp light Floodlight

FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓ FR ↑ RMSE ↓

MC3D 0.70 23.75 0.72 23.33 0.71 23.14
MC3D proc. 0.90 10.67 0.92 9.84 0.92 10.26
SGM 0.66 1.95 0.64 1.89 0.64 1.89
SGM proc. 0.90 1.89 0.86 1.83 0.86 1.83
Ours 0.98 1.99 0.98 1.99 0.98 1.99
Ours proc. 0.98 1.98 0.98 1.98 0.98 1.98

Table 3: Effect of illumination conditions on RMS error
(cm) and fill rate (FR, depth map completion). (See Fig. 6).

We observe that as illumination increases, there is a slight
decrease of the errors. The reason is that the noise (i.e.,
jitter) in the event timestamps decreases with illumination.

4.3.3 Sensitivity with respect to the Neighborhood Size

Fig. 7 qualitatively shows the performance of Alg. 1 as the
size of the local aggregation neighborhood increases from
W = 3 to W = 15 pixels on the event camera’s image
plane. As anticipated in Section 3.2, there is a trade-off
between accuracy, detail preservation, and noise reduction.
Our method allows us to control the desired depth estima-
tion quality along this trade-off via the parameter W .

Object W = 3 W = 7 W = 15

Figure 7: Effect of the neighborhood size: Sensitivity with
respect to the size of the local aggregation neighborhood,
W 2 pixels. Depth maps obtained with Alg. 1 using only
one scan (16ms), for different values of the parameter W .
There is a smoothness vs. accuracy (detail preservation)
trade-off that can be controlled by means of parameter W .

4.3.4 Dynamic Scenes

We also test our method on eight dynamic scenes (Fig. 8)
with diverse challenging scenarios to show the capabili-
ties of the proposed method to recover depth information
in high-speed applications. Specifically, Fig. 8 shows depth
recovered using our method and the baselines for the eight
sequences. The figure shows a good performance of our
technique in fast motion scenes and in the presence of
(self-)occlusions (e.g., Scotch tape and Multi-object) and
thin structures (e.g., fan). Objects do not need to be convex
to recover depth with the proposed SL system. We observe
that MC3D depth estimation is inaccurate due to inherent
noise in the event timestamps. In the case of tape spin and
fan scenes, MC3D depth has significant holes which can-
not be recovered even after post-processing. SGM performs
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Figure 8: Dynamic scenes. Depth maps produced by several
SL systems on dynamic scenes (spinning tape, fan, bounc-
ing balls, popping balloons, etc.). Our method (4th column)
produces the most accurate and detailed depth maps com-
pared to the baselines.

better than MC3D, however its performance decreases in
the presence of noise: in the origami fan scene, the depth
along the wing of the fan and the wall has significant arte-
facts. Our method is robust to these artefacts and can ac-
curately estimate depth in challenging scenes. Qualitative
comparison against Intel RealSense shows favorable perfor-

mance of our event-based SL method compared to frame-
based SL for dynamic scenes.

Because it is challenging (if not impossible) to obtain
accurate ground truth depth at ms resolution in natural dy-
namic scenes, such as the deforming origami fan rotating at
variable speed, spinning tape, etc. we do not report quanti-
tative results. In static scenes, we acquire accurate ground
truth depth by time-averaging 1 s of scan data. However,
this is not possible in dynamic scenes. The static scene ex-
periments allow us to assess the accuracy of our method
(which only requires 16ms of data) and provide a ballpark
for the accuracy of dynamic scenes.

Discussion. The experiments show that the proposed
method produces, with the input data from a single scan
pass, accurate depth maps at high frequency. This was pos-
sible by exploiting local event correlations at the expense
of increasing the computational effort compared to MC3D.
The current Python implementation of the proposed method
is 38 times slower than MC3D. Nevertheless, we think this
can be optimized further for real-time operation.

We also found that the method suffers in the presence of
strong specularities (coin sequence, bike scene). Still, our
method is able to handle specularities better than passive
systems that process images using the brightness constancy
assumption, which breaks down in these scenarios.

5. Conclusion
We have introduced a novel method for depth estima-

tion using a laser point-projector and an event camera.
The method aims at exploiting correlations between events
(sparse space-time measurements), which previous meth-
ods on the same setup had not explored. We formulated
the problem from first principles, aiming at maximizing
spatio-temporal consistency while formulating the problem
in an amenable stereo fashion. The experiments showed
that the proposed method outperforms the frame-based (In-
tel RealSense) and event-based baselines (MC3D, SGM),
producing, given input data from a single scan pass, sim-
ilar 3D reconstruction results as the temporal average of
60 scans with MC3D. The method also provides best re-
sults in dynamic scenes and under broad illumination con-
ditions. Exploiting local correlations was possible by intro-
ducing more event processing effort into the system. The
effect of post-processing on the output of our method was
marginal, signaling a thoughtful design. Finally, we think
that the ideas presented here can spark a new set of tech-
niques for high-speed depth acquisition and denoising with
event-based structured light systems.
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MC3D Baseline
We implemented the state-of-the-art method proposed

in [4]. Moreover, we improved it by removing the need
to scan the two end-planes of the scanning volume, which
were used to linearly interpolate depth, as we explain.

The method in [4] required to scan two planes at known
distances from the setup at the two ends of the scanning vol-
ume. These planes were used for calibration and depth esti-
mation. If dn, df are the disparities corresponding to these
two planes at depths Zn, Zf (near and far, respectively),
then the depth Z at a pixel (x, y) with disparity d(x, y) was
linearly interpolated by [36]:

Z(x, y) = Zn + Zf
d(x, y)− dn(x, y)
df (x, y)− dn(x, y)

(7)

This first-order method, which assumes pinhole models and
a small illumination angle approximation throughout the
scan volume, was justified in [4] to overcome the low spa-
tial resolution of the DVS128 (128 × 128 pixels) and the
jitter in the event timestamps.

In contrast to the setup in [4], we use a higher reso-
lution (≈ 20×) event camera and calibrate using events.
Therefore, we can estimate depth from disparity without
the need for prior scanning of the end-planes. In our ver-
sion of MC3D, depth is given by the classical triangulation
equation for a canonical stereo configuration (assuming the
image planes of the projector and event camera are rectified
using the calibration information):

Z(xc) = b
F

|xc − xp|
, (8)

where b is the stereo baseline, F is the focal length, and the
denominator is the disparity.
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